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Abstract: The spreading of accidental or malicious misinformation on social media, specifically in
critical situations, such as real-world emergencies, can have negative consequences for society. This
facilitates the spread of rumors on social media. On social media, users share and exchange the
latest information with many readers, including a large volume of new information every second.
However, updated news sharing on social media is not always true.In this study, we focus on the
challenges of numerous breaking-news rumors propagating on social media networks rather than
long-lasting rumors. We propose new social-based and content-based features to detect rumors
on social media networks. Furthermore, our findings show that our proposed features are more
helpful in classifying rumors compared with state-of-the-art baseline features. Moreover, we apply
bidirectional LSTM-RNN on text for rumor prediction. This model is simple but effective for rumor
detection. The majority of early rumor detection research focuses on long-running rumors and
assumes that rumors are always false. In contrast, our experiments on rumor detection are conducted
on real-world scenario data set. The results of the experiments demonstrate that our proposed
features and different machine learning models perform best when compared to the state-of-the-art
baseline features and classifier in terms of precision, recall, and F1 measures.

Keywords: rumor prediction; natural language processing; fake news

1. Introduction

The social media platform is rapidly growing day by day. The pew research center [1]
stated that in august 2017, 67% of Americans received new information from social media
platforms and 74% of twitter users obtained their news from the website. Social media
networks, especially twitter, is the primary source of posting and sharing the latest updates
that come from the fact that anyone can share. Twitter has a monthly active social media
presence of 330 million and a daily active number of users of approximately 145 million.
Twitter demographic background age shows that 63% of twitter users are between the ages
of 35 and 65, while the twitter demographic gender shows that 34% of twitter users are
female and 66% are male [2]. In social media platforms, users share and exchange the latest
information with many readers, including a large volume of new information every second.
However, updated news sharing on social media is not always true. One most popular
example reported by a single rumor tweet was “Two explosions in the white house and
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Barack Obama is injured” in 2013. However, that rumor was the most popular in only six
minutes [3]. This and many more examples illustrate how rumors posted on social media
can have a harmful impact on individuals and society. The example of societal issues [3] is
finding latest breaking news on social media. Today, it is possible to spread information
or news in real time with other people by using internet-connected devices. Hence, it is
a powerful tool for journalists is social media as well as for other ordinary citizens [4].
However, social media provide access to spreading misinformation which then requires
lots of significant effort to maintain the presence and veracity [5]. The updated news related
to breaking news is posted by an initiator that is not confirmed at posting. Later, it can be
proven that the breaking news is true or false [6]. The term for news that is not confirmed
when posting is called “rumor”. Some recent work defined rumors as follows: “rumor is
collection of information that is deemed false” [7]. Most works in the literature explain that
“unverified and instrumentally relevant information statement is circulation” [8]. There are
different types of factors available that describe the type of rumor, including the veracity
value (true, false, unresolved) [9]. Another classification type of rumors describes the three
types of rumors: (i) pipe-dream rumor, which depends on wishful thinking; (ii) “boggy”
rumors, which increase the anxiety of the rumor; and (iii) “wedge dowry” rumor, which is
a rumor that generates hatred.

In this research article, we deeply study the problems of automatically finding rumors
in social media. This research uses a new set of content-based and social-based features for
rumor detection. We also apply a deep learning model on text data using a bidirectional
LSTM-RNN classifier. In this paper, our main contribution is as follows. We compute
different types of new features using twitter as a social media network for rumor detection.
In this research work, we also apply a deep learning model that is Bi LSTM-RNN on text
data of different events of data sets for rumor prediction. Finally, we compare the results of
our proposed features and classifier with the baseline features set and model. Our proposed
features perform best in terms of precision, recall, and F1.

For all of the data provided, this study examines the spreading patterns of both rumors
and non-rumors by first extracting temporal aspects. The data for this research were taken
from the PHEME data set, which is a publicly available. Figure 1 show the annual twitter
users from 2010 to 2018. from figure The X-axis represents the time interval. Because this
study endeavors to consider tweets made within an hour of the originating tweet, it is in
the second format. The Y-axis represents the number of interactions per second. As can be
observed, the number of interactions for rumors is lower than the number of interactions
for non-rumors for the vast majority of events. It is difficult to tell the difference between
rumors and facts by using Ottawa shooting and the Germanwings crash.

Figure 1. Annual twitter users.
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2. Related Work

The goal of this study is to find out how to detect real-life rumors that spread on
twitter. Related work includes real-world emergencies, fake news detection, and some
NLP are used. Our work is on the dissemination and propagation of information in social
networks, on twitter, and other domains from the discipline of network science.

2.1. Rumor Detection

Rumor detection has been a hot issue of embedding in recent years, and there are
two approaches used to propose solutions: model based or feature based. In some papers,
multiple features are proposed, i.e., content features and social context features or network
features, while in some papers, the best algorithms are discussed to find out rumors.
In article [10], they addressed two basic problems. The first issue is retrieving rumor-
related micro blogs on the internet. The second difficulty is to find tweets that supported
the rumor. They evaluated the effectiveness of three extracted features: content-based
features, network-based features, and micro blog features. They used specific memory
for the correct classification of rumors. They performed manually 10,000 experiments
on the tweet and represented how their related model achieves more than 0.95 on the
map. This shows that this data set is one of the largest data sets on rumors detection.
In [11], the authors proposed a new model for the detection of rumors on twitter in 2012.
In that literature work, they described how rumors spread after an earthquake disaster and
discussed how we can deal with those types of rumors. They first investigated the actual
instance of a rumor that was generated after a disaster, and they attempted to disclose
the rumor characteristics. They designed a model system that can detect candidates of
rumors from twitter based on the investigation. They extracted tweets that contain the
keyword “server room” or geek “how and “come oil” for r1 and r2 data sets, and they
manually checked in order to remove irrelevant tweets to obtain 1135 tweets from r1 and
242 tweets from r2. In this research, the author used the (SPADE) [12] social spam analysis
and detection framework across more than one social network to show the flexibility
and efficiency of the cross down classification. They produced the results on large-scale
study web pages, email spam, for an extended period. They used these basic models: first
is the profile-based model, the second is the message-based model, and the last one is
the web page model in SPADE. All the models represent the most critical object on the
social network. The data of all models are stored in XML because of the extensibility and
scalability of the models. They use the F measure and accuracy evaluation for the result.
The proposed classifier improves the accuracy by 7% and FP rate above 20%.

A model for automatically detecting rumors on social media networks was pro-
posed [13]. The authors used implicit content-based and user-based features, such as
popularity orientation, external and internal consistency, sentimental polarity, and the
degree of match of the message. Features selection was the most critical work in this paper.
Their work contained three-part data cleansing, feature extraction, and model training.
In the data cleaning process, they filtered out spam messages, such as other old features.
After features selection, they applied the classifier with SVM and random forest classifier.
Finally, they showed their improvement in precision and recall.

Correctly rumor identification and belief investigation on social media networks,
such as twitter, were proposed [14] in 2016. In this literature, they attempted to solve the
problem of rumor detection on the twitter platform. They extracted two new features
in their proposed model: first is addressing the missing word and latency issues (TLV),
and the second is user belief about each rumor. The SVM tree kernel model 5 was applied
to it for the detection of rumors. To check the proof of another classifier of other classifier,
including j48, NB, the proposed performance is better. In this research, the detection of
rumors using the supervised machine learning technique on twitter data was proposed [15].
They used a two-fold supervised machine learning approach for the detection of rumors.
They applied multiple models, such as Naïve Bayes, Support Vector Machine (SVM), etc.,
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to achieve an accuracy of 81%. Finally, using textual data characteristics, rumors were
detected using cleaning data.

In the article [16], the author proposed a method of rumor detection based on SDSMOTE
and feature selection in 2019. In this paper, they detected rumors in the specific topic using
Sina micro blogs, and six new features were added; with guide less words (suspicious,
topic, recognition of information, degree of attention to the user, and credit ranking), they
used the SMODE algorithm to reduce the impact of unbalanced data. They detected 90%
of rumors with an acceptable level of precision. Ref. [17] presented a novel approach for
rumor detection that contains new features, including bias potential and measuring the
characteristics of the network. They tested their model on a real data set that contains all
posts related to health collected from the twitter network. Experimental result showed that
using new features correctly detects 90% of rumors with acceptable precision. They also
used different classifiers for the selection of different features for rumor detection, which is
beneficial for the future selection for best classifier and effective features.

Authors in [18] used long short-term memory (LSTM) for the detection of online
rumors. They captured the long short-term memory (LSTM) with a neural network for
rumor detection based on content that is of a forwarding, spreader, and diffusion structure.
For forwarding content, they used a word embedding model for the representation of
words. For spreader content, they captured the popularity of content that is forward [19].
For diffusion, they proposed to change the structure of the diffusion layer and change the
model between different layers of diffusion [20]. The final data set contains 1623 rumors
and 1756 non-rumor. They evaluated the experimental results with the baseline paper
by using accuracy and F1 measure as the parameters. This analysis [21] introduced and
discussed two types of rumors that spread on social media. One is a long-standing rumor
that circulates for a long period of time, and the second is newly emerging rumors spawned
during fast-paced events, such as breaking news, where reports are shared without any
verification. They provided an overview of a rumor classification system that consists of
four components: first is rumor detection, second is rumor tracking, third is rumor stance
classification, and the last one is rumor veracity classification.

2.2. Real-World Emergencies

We introduce a technique for distinguishing specific events and more informative
tweets that are beneficial for emergency response. This approach is actually applied to a
twitter data set that was collected during a storm passing through a certain area. Three
emergency professionals manually tagged the sample data set in order to obtain a full
factual identification of that incident related to tweets. The common pattern is extracted
from the selected number of occurrences, and event-related term classes are defined based
on term frequency. The result is compared with the ground truth data set that is manually
annotated. The result indicates that the proposed method is able to detect event-related
tweets with about 87% accuracy [22].

2.3. Rumor Identification and Evaluation

The understanding of rumors, which has been listed as the subject of study in psychol-
ogy for some time [23], has begun to examine how rumors are expressed and spread using
different online methods. Micro blogging services, such as twitter, allow a small amount
of information, to a maximum of 140 characters, to spread information quickly among
audiences, allowing rumors to be created and spread in new ways [24]. There are different
methods used in related research for spreading false or unverified information on different
social media networks, including proposed political abuse detection and tracking on social
media. They described a machine learning model that combines different features, such as
topological features, content-based features, and crowd-sourcing features of information
by using twitter for the detection of unverified information that spreads in social media.
They obtained a better result in terms of accuracy [25].
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3. Problem Statement

Due to the large number of social media users, there is an issue with incorrect infor-
mation circulating on social media. Rumor is the term for unsubstantiated information.
Manually detecting this type of rumor takes time and may be impossible. As a result,
some additional capabilities for detecting rumors must be proposed. This problem can
be described as a binary classification, which looks as follows. Let A = (w1, w2, w3, ... wL)
be a word arrangement in the micro blog function A of length L, and let w1 represent the
first word and w2 represent the second word in that sentence, and so on. A is the input,
L is the total length of these words and our goal is to determine if it is a rumor or not.
Equation (1) shows the simple representation of a rumor and non-rumor. L is the total
length of the input sentence. ’R’ represents rumor and ’NR’ represents not a rumor: it is a
binary classification problem, and thus, it only outputs either rumor or not rumor.

L = R, NR (1)

4. Proposed Methodology for Rumor Detection

The text of tweets was obtained from the PHEME data set in our suggested model.
The PHEME data set is open to the public. The PHEME data set is in JSON format, which
needs to be converted to a csv file before preprocessing. We discuss each function in
the section during preprocessing. After preprocessing, we feed the data to the word2vec
model as shown in Figure 2. The word2vec model converts text data into vector form and
applies padding to the output of word2vec. After that, we apply a standard scalar to the
padding output and divide the data into train–test halves. As evaluation metrics, we use
precision, recall, and F1, and then transfer that information to a machine learning model
for rumor prediction.

Remove Punctuation Lower Casing Remove Stop Words

Stemming Tokenization Sequences

W2V Padding

Conversion

Raw Data

PHEME 
Dataset

Tweet Text

W2V Padding

Scalar
Training & Testing ML 

Algorithms
Evaluation Metric

Predictive Model Learning 
and Classification 

Figure 2. Proposed block model.

4.1. Data Set

Data sets may differ depending on the platforms from which the data were obtained,
the types of content contained, and whether or not propagation information was recorded,
among other factors. The data sets for rumor detection are listed in Table 1. Five sets of
real-life PHEME tweets were used in this study [26]. The PHEME dataset is the public
dataset. The PHEME dataset was used in [10]. The dataset was collected from twitter
by crawling different tweets using the twitter API. This dataset consists of rumors and
non-rumors collected from twitter during breaking news. The detailed description of the
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five datasets is as follows. All events related to the PHEME dataset and the total number of
rumors and non-rumors are shown in the Table 1.

Table 1. Dataset details.

Dataset Rumor Non-Rumor Total

Charlie Hebdo 458 1621 2079
Ferguson 284 859 1143
Germanwings Crash 238 231 469
Ottawa Shooting 470 420 890
Sydney Siege 522 699 1221

The structure of the dataset is as follows. Each event has a directory with two subfold-
ers, i.e., rumor and non-rumor. These two folders have the folder name with the tweet Id.
The original tweet can be found on the folder that is named “source tweet,” and the reaction
directory contains all reaction tweets. This dataset is a labeled dataset. One represents
rumor, and zero represents non-rumor. The cleaning process of data is applied in two
different steps. The first step is to remove the null value, and the second is to remove the
deactivated ID.

4.2. Pre Processing

The pre-processing step is the foundation of every project’s whole execution phase.
Cleaning, pre-processing, and outlier elimination are all part of this step. The data were
extracted from the tar extension using Winrar programmed after it was downloaded.
RStudio4 was used to understand and pre-process the data after they were extracted.
For further processing, the data were transformed from JSON to a data frame. The data
were made up of numerous JSON files, including all of the information from a single tweet.
The username, location, text of the tweet, date, and time were all included in the data.
For each event, this phase was performed for both rumors and non-rumors. We erased
data from deactivated Ids during data preparation. Additionally, empty cells should be
removed from the dataset. Sentiment analysis was used to preprocess tweet text data. It
is the process of recognizing and categorizing opinions from a piece of text, whether the
reaction tweet is good, negative, or neutral to the original tweet. It evaluates each word in a
sentence to determine the sentence’s overall polarity. In the preprocessing step, remove the
special character, remove punctuation, remove stop words, and remove word stemming.
Many machine learning models perform well on data with features that are similar in scale
or closely linked to the normal distribution. We utilized standard scalar features for data
normalization. We subtracted the mean and then scaled the unit difference in standard
scalar, then divided the total value by the standard deviation to get the unit difference.

4.2.1. Feature Extraction
Word2Vec Embedding

Word embedding is one of the most prominent ways of representing document vo-
cabulary. Word2vec detects a words in the context of the document, as well as lexical
and synthetic matching and the relationship between other words. Word2vec is a com-
monly used neural network model for acquiring word embedding using text as an input
of word2vec and obtains a vector with low dimensionality of the words that appear in
the text corpus. In our approach, word2vec transforms text data into vectors, which are
then placed into a deep learning network for rumor prediction. The representation of a
vector is called word embedding. Here, we consider wi as a sentence in the text and the
surrounding of wi is the set of words wi within a window size that is specified. Skip-gram
trains the representation of words of each word wi and its context words in order to build
the vector space model. The objective is to discover meaningful representations of these
phrases in the input matrix so that the model can predict the surrounding context words
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with strong possibility and another one with low probability, given any other word wt.
The main objective of the skip-gram model is to maximize the log probability of the model,
given a series of words w1,w2,w3 ... and the surrounding window of size z:

j(θ) =
1
T

t

∑
t=1

∑
−z<=j<=z

logp(wi + jhwt) (2)

Base Line Features

The baseline features used in existing studies are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Baseline features.

Social Based Content Based

# Tweets Words Vector
# Lists Total Number of Capital ratio
Follow Ratio # Question mark
Age # Exclamation mark

Proposed Features

In this section, social-based and content-based proposed features are described, using
a significant way of feature selection known as the correlation-based feature selection
method. All the proposed features are described below. The following subsections briefly
define all sort of characteristics to be used in this research.

Readability of Tweet

The readability of a tweet is a number that tells us how easy it will be for someone to
read a particular piece of text. The grammatical readability score is based on the average
length of the sentences and words.

Cosine Similarity between Source and Reaction

Cosine similarity is a metric used to determine the similarity of document, irrespective
of their size. In this research, we measure the cosine similarity between the source tweet
and reaction tweet: how the tweets are similar to each other.

Negative Sentiment in Reaction Tweet

The word sentimentality mostly refers to the appropriate polarity of a text or document,
denoting the emotional outcome that the text or document has on the reader. It also specifies
the attitude of the user about the topic. Negative sentiment refers to the inclusion of chances
of reporting, hiding, blocking a post, etc.

Positive Sentiment in Reaction Tweet

Positive sentiment includes all consumption, such as likes, comments, shares, etc.

Neutral Sentiment in Reaction Tweet

Neutral sentiment includes a click or a scroll but has no follow through for consump-
tion, i.e., someone just checked out the image.

Ratio of Positive Tweet

On Twitter, the ratio of positive tweets means that the total number of replies of a
tweet significantly outperforms the total number of likes of that tweet.

Ratio of Negative Tweet

On twitter, a ratio occurs when the amount of responses to a tweet considerably out-
performs the number of likes of a retweet. This demonstrates that individuals will dislike a
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tweet but not engage in its content.

User Verified

As to whether the current user account is verified or non-verified, 1 represents a
verified account and 0 represents a non-verified account.

Total Number of Verified Followers

How many verified followers of users.

Overall Tweet Polarity

The popularity of a tweet is defined as the total sum of retweets, and the number of
replies is divided by the total number of user followers, which is then multiplied by 100 by
the proven fan interest percentage that is interacting with the tweets. We propose Tweet
popularity as the following equation:

Tweetpopularity = (Totalreplies + retweet)/ f ollowers ∗ 100 (3)

Specific Term

“Are you sure”, “Is it true”,” Fake?” etc. These terms are used in particular tweets: 1
represents the availability of these terms used in a tweet, and 0 represents that these terms
are not used in a tweet.

Frequency of Specific Term

It represents the total number of these terms used in a reaction tweet.

Rank of User Attention

When the user catches a lot of consideration, it can be determined that the user is more
responsible or responsible. The ratio of competitors to followers of a user replicates the
gratitude of the user’s message. It is defined as

RUA = −logΣ(tweet + comment + retweet)/ f ollower (4)

where i is the total number of the i-th tweet; comment means the total number of comments
on the i-th tweet; retweet means the total number of forwarding messages of the i-th tweet;
and follower means the total number of user followers.

4.3. Machine Learning for Rumor Detection
4.3.1. Data Mining Classifier
Support Vector Machine

The Support Vector Machine (SVM), which is available in numerous kernel functions,
is another architecture for binary classification issues. The main objective of SVM in this re-
search is generating a hyper plane based on features set for data points classification [27,28].
In this research, our main objective is to find the best hyper plan that classifies the data
point with the greatest margin. Ref. [29] explains the mathematical concept of the cost
function for the SVM model.

h(θ) = 1/2Σθ2
j (5)

such that
θTx(i) >= 1, y(i) = 1θTx(i) <= −1, y(i) = 0 (6)

A very well-known supervised machine learning model for classification is SVM. It has
a reputation for being extremely accurate while consuming very little computing power. It
is based on the hyper plane principle. This approach separates the data into distinct classes
by inserting hyper planes in N-dimensional space. The results are stated in Section 5.1.1.
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Random Forest

Random forest is an enhanced version of decision tree that is used for supervised
learning. Random forest is characterized by a significant number of decision trees that are
used to predict the target class. This prediction criterion is based on the highest number of
votes. When we compare the random forest with other classifiers, its error rate is low due
to the lack of proper connection between trees [30]. In this research, we train our random
forest model by using different parameters, i.e., different number of predictions that are
used in the search algorithm to obtain the optimal solution or model that can predict the
outcome values accurately. We use the Gini index as a cost function to estimate a split in
the dataset for the classification task. The Gini index is determined by subtracting one from
the total squared probability of each class.

Gind = 1−
c

∑
i=1

P(i)
2 (7)

Random forest can be thought of as a collection of trees that work together as an
ensemble model. This classifier creates a number of decisions trees and then uses a majority
vote to determine the final prediction. This is more effective than decision trees since the
decision trees work together as a group and correct each other’s mistakes. Each tree in
a random forest is trained using different bits of data and features bagging. As a result,
the trees are unrelated to one another.

Logistic Regression

A logistic regression algorithm is used to classify the text into a binary class that
deals with large number of features because it provides a straightforward equation for
classifying problems into a binary class [31]. To obtain the best outcome for all datasets, we
use these equations and perform a hyper parameter adjustment. The logistic regression
hypothesis function is a mathematical function that calculates the probability of a certain
event occurring. By using a sigmoid function, the output value of logistic regression is
transformed into a probability value. The cost function is computed as follows:

hθ(X) = 1/1 + e−(β0 + β1X) (8)

{Cost(hθ(x))y = 1− log(1− hθ(x)), y = 0} (9)

Gaussian Naive Bayes

Gaussian naive Bayes is a more advanced version of naive Bayes. All variables in
naive Bayes must be categorical. However, the data used in this study include numeric
data. As a result, Gaussian naive Bayes is used, which assumes that the data are Gaussian.
This classifier is also chosen since naive Bayes is often regarded as one of the most effective
classifier models. This classifier employs the partial t technique, which is advantageous in
large datasets because it takes chunks of data into account when training the classifier.

4.3.2. Neural Network for Rumor Detection

Neural networks are used in deep learning algorithms to learn about data and classify
them. In a typical neural network, each weight has a connection that transforms it and
creates a neuron’s input. The sigmoid activation function is used in this project, which has
two layers. No other research effort has ever taken this method. This is used to determine
if neural networks or supervised learning models perform better.

Recurrent Neural Network

A recurrent neural network consists of a network that uses recurrent connections
to access memory. In a feed forward recurrent neural network, inputs are independent
of one another; however, in an RNN, all inputs are reliant on or related to one another.
The structure of RNN is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Architecture of RNN.

Before discussing the RNN, we discuss the feed forward neural network. In a feed
forward neural network, there is no memory space for storing the previous state results,
which is why a feed forward neural network cannot manage the time series problem.
In recurrent neural network, RNN, there is a memory unit that stores the result of previous
states as well as that of the current state. The method of RNN is shown in Figure 3. From
Equation (10), ht is the current state, ht−1 is the previous state, and Xt is the current input
state. In RNN, we consider the current input state as well as the previous state at the above
given equation. This function returns the current state RNN performance function on each
input state. In Equation (11), a tanh activation function is used. In Equation (11), ht is the
current input, whh is the weight of the previous hidden state, and wxh is the weight of the
current input state. Equation (12) show the output results of RNN: in the output state, the
weight of the output state is shown.

ht = f (ht−1, Xt) (10)

In Equation (10), ht is the current state, ht−1 is the previous state of RNN, and Xt
represents the current state. In RNN, we use the current input with the previous output
state, and f represents some function.

ht = tanh(whhht−1 + wxhXt) (11)

In Equation (11), tanh is the activation function, whh is the weight of the previous
hidden state, and wxh is the weight of the current hidden state.

yt = Whyht (12)

Long Short-Term Memory

Recurrent neural networks are a type of network that uses recurrent connections to
build memory. The notes they receive trigger RNN notes. On the other hand, the LSTM
gate accepts or rejects the data based on their weight. Later, these signals become disturbed
by their own weight. The RNN learning process then adjusts the weights that regulate the
hidden state and input. However, these calls learn when they obtain some information, out-
put some information or delete information through the consequential steps of taking back
propagation error. An LSTM unit, unlike a standard recurrent unit (Equations (13)–(18)),
preserves a memory cell Ct at time t. The following formulas are used to calculate an LSTM
unit’s output ht.

ft = σ(W f · [ht−1, xt] + b f ) (13)
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it = σ(Wi · [ht−1, xt] + bi) (14)

C̃t = tanh(Wc · [ht−1, xt] + bC) (15)

ot = σ(Wo · [ht−1, xt] + bo) (16)

ht = ht ∗ tanh(Ct) (17)

Ct = σ( ft × Ct−1 + ii × C̃t) (18)

A logistic sigmoid function is defined as follows: the amount of new memory added
to the memory cell is controlled by the input gate. The extent to which the present memory
is lost is determined by the forget gate ft. The memory ct is updated by forgetting part of
the old memory and inserting new memory ct. Ot represent the output gate of a memory
as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Architecture of LSTM.

Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory

The flow of bidirectional LSTM is not just backward to forward but also forward to
backward, using two hidden layers. As a result, Bi-LSTMs have a better understanding
of the situation. Bi-LSTMs were optimized to enhance the amount of input data that the
network could utilize [16]. Bi-RNN is a process that involves breaking the neurons of a
traditional RNN into bidirectional connections. The one is for the backward state direction,
while the other is for the forward state direction. The model equation is used to update the
network’s hidden layer and generate the outputs.

it = σ(Wi · [ht−1, xt] + bi) (19)

ft = σ(W f · [ht−1, xt] + b f ) (20)

it = σ(Wi · [ht−1, xt] + bi) (21)

ot = σ(Wo · [ht−1, xt] + bo) (22)

where σ symbol is used for the logistic sigmoid function, the input, forget output gates,
which are i, f , o and c, and the cell input activation vector, respectively. In bidirectional
LSTM RNN, we set the value of the maximum sequence length as 50, and the number
of embedding dimension as 300, setting the input length as the same as the maximum
sequence length. The dropout rate is 0.2, and we use the sigmoid activation function.
The batch size is 34. The total number of epochs is 10, and the loss function is set to
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binary cross-entropy. For choosing an optimizer, we use ‘Adam because it performs well as
compared to Soft-Max.

Recurrent neural network is a sequential model. In natural language, the processing
order of words is very important to the meaning. In our research of tweets, the word
order is important. RNN have been widely used for a variety of applications, including
text classification and sequence generation. A typical RNN works as follows. Given an
input vector sequence x of length T, denoted by x = x1, . . . , xT , for each time step t = 1 to
T, the algorithm iterates over the following equations to update the hidden states of the
network, h = h1, . . . , hT , and generate the outputs, o = o1, . . . , oT . The main objective of
backpropagation is to minimize the error and improve the prediction result.

In Figure 5, we obtain the tweet text and pass it to the tokenizer. Tokenization
is a technique that is used to break down a large text message or phrase into smaller
pieces. In the NLP model, tokenization helps to understand the context of words. The
embedding layer is the first hidden layer of a network. This hidden layer must have the
following hidden argument: the total number of words in the text data. For the activation
function, softmax function is used to predict the probability distribution of the neural
network. To reduce dimensionality, pooling is typically used after a convolution procedure.
By restricting the number of factors, this saves time while also decreasing overfitting.
The most frequent sort of pooling is max pooling, which simply takes the pooling window’s
maximum value. Flattening is the process of converting data into one-dimensional arrays.
To construct a single continuous feature vector, we convert the output of the convolutional
layers. It is also connected to the fully connected layer. In the output layer, we obtain our
model’s final prediction outcome, which is either a rumor or not a rumor.

Output 

Layer

Rumor

Non 

Rumor

Text 

Tokernizer

Embedding Layers BILSTM

Convolutional Layer

Sentence Matrix

Filter Matrix Pooling layer

Flatten Layer

Figure 5. Proposed rumor detection model.

4.4. Evaluation Metrics

The following performance metrics are utilized.

4.4.1. Precision

The percentage of true positive instances predicted to be positive.

Precision = TP/(TP + FP) (23)

4.4.2. Recall

Proportion of true positive instances from cases that are actually positive.

Recall = TP/(TP + FN) (24)
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4.4.3. F-Measure

It is the mean of the precision and recall.

F1Score = 2 ∗ (Recall ∗ Precision)/(Recall + Precision) (25)

5. Experimental Results
5.1. Rumor Detection Results and Comparisons

Precision, recall, and F1 measurements are utilized to assess the performance of the
proposed features in comparison to the current baseline characteristics [10]. These are
conjoint evaluation metrics used for evaluating any classification problem. The experimen-
tal setup and hardware requirements are listed in Table 3. To assess the performance of
a classification method, experiments are carried out using 5-fold cross validation.in this
research use four datasets to train our data and the baseline classifier, and fifth dataset
to assess the performance of these classifiers using precision, recall, and the F1 measure.
As a consequence of evaluating all five runs of the dataset, the evaluation result indicates
undetected topic rumors. Each 5-fold run should be repeated five times for each model.
They identify the rumor and non-rumor ranges from 0 to 1. Therefore, the design of
the research is a binary classification problem. We use sci-kit-learn library [32] for the
classification problem.

Table 3. Hardware and software requirements.

Sr No. Component Description

1 Hardware Intel Core i5 6th Gen PC
2 Operating System Window 10
3 Memory 8 GB RAM
4 Server SQL Server
5 Libraries Pandas, Sklearn, spaCy, TextBlob
6 Storage MS Excel
7 Core Programming language Python
8 IDE Anaconda Navigator(3)

5.1.1. Results

We used a 5-fold cross validation technique with the suggested model to validate
the findings shown in Table 4. The calculated results are the micro-averaged precision,
recall, and F1 scores throughout all five runs for both rumors and non-rumors. The given
values for our proposed model are the micro-averaged variance scores across five 5-fold
cross-validation repetitions. When the overall performance of SVM, random forest, naive
Bayes, and logistic regression were evaluated, it was clear that random forest (RF) exceeded
in terms of precision and F1 as shown in Table 4. The foundation of SVM is the support
vectors and hyper planes. One of the most often used classification methods is the SVM
method. With the baseline classifier, the output of this algorithm is depicted in Figure 6
where it can be seen that SVM performs best in terms with precision 0.41, recall 0.53, and F1
0.44. Figure 6a,c shows the overall performance of proposed outcomes when compared to
non-rumors results. Our SVM performs best in terms of precision and recall. The baseline
SVM precision results are 0.67, recall is 0.56, and F1 is 0.61. However, our recommended
results are 0.69 precision and with 0.63 F1. We performed a 5-fold cross validation and
received the same findings as in Figure 6 with the suggested model and the baseline
classifiers. The reported values are the micro-averaged precision, recall, and F1 scores
for both rumors and non-rumors throughout all five runs. The presented values for our
proposed model are the micro-averaged variance scores across five 5-fold cross-validation
repetitions. When we compare the overall performance of SVM, RF, NB and LR, it can be
seen that in Table 4 logistic regression (LR) outperformed all baseline classifiers in terms of
precision and F1, at 0.66 and 0.59, respectively. However, when we compared these four
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algorithms with the non-rumor table shown, it could be seen that, overall, naïve Bayes had
the best performance in terms of precision, and random forest had the best performance in
terms of recall and F1 at 0.81, 0.76, and 0.78 shown in Tables 4 and 5, respectively. SVM is
built on the foundations of support vectors and hyper planes. The SVM method is one of
the most extensively used classification algorithms. The output of this algorithm is shown
in Table 2. When comparing the results with the baseline classifier, it can be noted that
SVM performs best in terms of precision 0.41, recall 0.53, and F1 0.44. While comparing
the results with non rumors, Figure 6 shows both rumor and non-rumor results of the
baseline and our proposed model. Our SVM performs best in terms of precision and recall.
The baseline SVM precision results are 0.67, recall is 0.56, and F1 is 0.61. However, our
recommended results are 0.69 precision; with 0.66, Naive Bayes has the best performance
in term of recall. Figure 6 shows the baseline and predicted results in both classes, rumor
and non rumor, by using precision, recall and F1. They are the micro-average results of
precision, recall and F1 on 50 epochs.
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Figure 6. SVM for rumor and non-rumor detection with baseline and proposed features.

We compare the results of random forest with baseline algorithms results in term of
rumor and non rumor detection, shown in Tables 4 and 5, respectively. The calculated
results are also shown in Figure 7. Our proposed features perform best in terms of precision,
recall and F1, at 0.36, 0.756 and 0.41, respectively. While comparing with non-rumors,
random forest performs best in term of precision and F1.
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(c) Proposed non-rumor metrics using RF.
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Figure 7. RF for rumor and non-rumor detection with baseline and proposed features.

Now, we compare the results of naïve Bayes with the baseline classifier in term of
rumors that are shown in Table 4. Our proposed features perform best using naive Bayes
in terms of precision recall and F1 that are 0.42, 0.83 and 0.55, respectively, as shown in
Figure 8. However, when we compare the results of naïve Bayes with the non-rumor
results that are shown in Table 5, our proposed features perform best when we compare
the state-of-the-art baseline features in term of precision, recall and F1. Similarly, logistic
regression outperforms both classes of rumors and non-rumors as shown in Tables 4 and 5.

Table 4. Comparison of Rumor Class Result with state of the art baseline.

Classifier Baseline Rumors Result Proposed Rumor Result

Precision Recall F-1 Precision Recall F-1

SVM 0.35±0.45 0.45 ± 0.18 0.39 ± 0.84 0.41 ± 0.74 0.53 ± 0.39 0.44 ± 0.55
Random Forest 0.32 ± 0.72 0.10 ± 0.83 0.15 ± 0.71 0.36 ± 0.38 0.56 ± 0.91 0.41 ± 0.12

Naïve Bayes 0.40 ± 0.89 0.76 ± 0.19 0.52 ± 0.67 0.42 ± 0.38 0.83 ± 0.74 0.55 ± 0.62
Logistic

Regression 0.36 ± 0.12 0.47 ± 0.92 0.41 ± 0.61 0.66 ± 0.34 0.54 ± 0.27 0.59 ± 0.24

Bi-LSTM-RNN
(Text) 0.61 ± 0.64 0.67 ± 0.39 0.63 ± 0.83 0.76 ± 0.14 0.73 ± 0.74 0.74 ± 0.63
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Table 5. Comparison of non-rumor class result with state-of-the-art baseline.

Classifier Baseline Non-Rumors Result Proposed Non- Rumor Result

Precision Recall F-1 Precision Recall F-1

SVM 0.67 ± 0.17 0.56 ± 0.65 0.61 ± 0.41 0.69 ± 0.38 0.55 ± 0.14 0.63 ± 0.38
Random Forest 0.65 ± 0.18 0.88 ± 0.96 0.75 ± 0.24 0.70 ± 0.45 0.76 ± 0.74 0.78 ± 0.69

Naïve Bayes 0.77 ± 0.52 0.41 ± 0.18 0.51 ± 0.36 0.81 ± 0.81 0.51 ± 0.94 0.62 ± 0.64
Logistic

Regression 0.67 ± 0.84 0.57 ± 0.55 0.62 ± 0.17 0.70 ± 0.94 0.70 ± 0.31 0.74 ± 0.57

Bi-LSTM-RNN
(Text) 0.82 ± 0.82 0.77 ± 0.65 0.79 ± 0.87 0.87 ± 0.18 0.88 ± 0.64 0.87 ± 0.24

When we compare the results of logistic regression with the state-of-the-art baseline
classifier in term of rumors and non rumors, Figure 9 shows that our proposed features with
the baseline model perform best in overall precision, recall and F1, while, when comparing
with the non-rumor class, logistic regression also performs best in precision, recall and F1,
which are 0.70, 0.70, and 0.74, respectively.

Now, we apply our proposed deep learning model on the same dataset. It produces
best results overall for both classes of rumor and non rumor, compared with the state-
of-the-art baseline classifier in terms of precision, recall and F1 as shown in Figure 10.
These computed results shows that our model and new proposed features perform best
when comparing all baseline classifiers, in detecting rumors and non-rumors by using
only the text data of a tweet without content and social-based features as shown also
in Tables 4 and 5. Bi-LSTM is the most widely used categorization approach. In this
algorithm, we apply deep learning mode on text data. The results of this approach are
shown in Figure 10. When compared to the baseline classifier, our suggested Bi-LSTM RNN
has a precision of 0.77, a recall of 0.73, and an F1 of 0.74. When comparing the non-rumor
findings to the baseline classifier, as seen in Table 3, Bi-LSTM-RNN performs best in terms
of precision and recall. In the baseline LSTM RNN, precision is 0.82, recall is 0.77, and F1 is
0.79; however we recommend 0.87 precision, 0.88 recall, and 0.87 F1 score.

Table 6 shows the average precision score of different classifiers using only content-
based features and after using hybrid content and social-based features to measure the
impact of social-based features. On the Ferguson dataset, when applying naïve Bayes on
only content-based features, the average precision score is 0.64, and after this, both social-
and content-based features were merged and naïve Bayes was applied, increasing the result
by 0.2. In some classifiers, they have much importance for social-based features, and some
classifiers have no positive impact on social-based features.

Table 6. Average precision scores of different classifiers before and after using social-based features
associated with each dataset.

Dataset NB RF SVM CRF LSTM-RNN

Before After Before After Before After Before After Before After

Ferguson 0.64 0.66 0.36 0.37 0.57 0.54 0.64 0.74 0.76 0.76
Germanwings
Crash 0.65 0.63 0.76 0.21 0.51 0.53 0.62 0.64 0.65 0.54

Ottawa
Shooting 0.65 0.72 0.48 0.62 0.58 0.56 0.70 0.69 0.61 0.54

Sydney
Siege 0.71 0.69 0.49 0.57 0.51 0.49 0.71 0.72 0.66 0.60

Charlie
Hebdo 0.59 0.60 0.56 0.47 0.49 0.45 0.81 0.84 0.75 0.75
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(c) Proposed non-rumor metrics using naive Bayes.
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(d) Proposed rumors metrics using naive Bayes.

Figure 8. Naive Bayes for rumor and non-rumor detection with proposed features.
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(a) Baseline non-rumor metrics using LR.
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(b) Baseline rumor metrics using LR.

Figure 9. Cont.
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(c) Proposed non-rumor metrics using LR.
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(d) Proposed rumor metrics using LR.

Figure 9. LR for rumor and non-rumor detection with baseline and proposed features.
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(a) Baseline non-rumor metrics using Bi-LSTM-RNN.
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(b) Baseline rumor metrics using Bi-LSTM-RNN.
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(c) Proposed non-rumor metrics using Bi-LSTM-RNN.
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Figure 10. Proposed Bi-LSTM-RNNfor rumor and non-rumor detection with baseline and pro-
posed features.

6. Conclusions

With the rising use of social media as a primary source of breaking news, separat-
ing verifiable information from unsubstantiated rumors has become a challenging and
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critical undertaking. Several features of social media make it easier to post material with
unknown truth values and for that information to spread quickly among users all over the
world. If not identified as soon as feasible, breaking-news rumors might have disastrous
implications. Most of the existing work on rumor identification from social media relies
on manually extracting features or rules. In this study, we offer a novel set of features for
rumor identification in Twitter by using a deep learning framework. Using the change
of aggregated information over multiple time intervals associated with each event, our
technique learns Bi-LSTM RNN models. We compare our Bi-LSTM RNN-based technique
to baseline LSTM-RNN frequently used recurrent units, tanh, and LSTM, and find that
our model outperforms the state-of-the-art methods. In Bi-LSTM RNN, we add many
hidden layers and embedding layers for even more improvement. In addition, we calculate
a new set of characteristics and compare our results to the best-in-class baseline result.
The technique can yet be improved. In the future, more rigorous tests will be required
to better understand how deep learning aids rumor detection. Due to a large amount of
unlabeled data available on social media, we may also construct unsupervised models.
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